
TRADER JOES CASE ANALYSIS ESSAY

Free Essay: Trader Joe's has internally created a brand for its company using a different strategy as compared to other
supermarkets.

Its approach of effective relationship-building program pleases customers through unrivaled customer service.
Supplier Bargaining Power Weak : Supplier bargaining power is weak. Through low price offerings, the
imitated goods are affecting the sales of the branded products. The company intends to expand its retail
network through the opening of stores in the US. If this continues, then firms may sell some of their chains to
private equity investors. Dollar General operated the largest number of small discount stores in the United
States, with over 10, locations in 40 states. Building a strong consumer to employee relationship begins at the
heart of the company; the employees. Opportunities d. Most grocery chains offer up to 40, products to
bombard the consumer with anything that is available. Unlike traditional supermarkets, Whole Foods has
focused on smaller stores, organic-healthy products and perishable foods including deli and vegetables.
Conducting extensive market intelligence studies to examine key demographics and competition in potential
areas of expansion will ensure that the company opens new locations in markets with similar demographics to
their existing locations. Is Trader Joe's a management benchmark for others to follow? For example, most
stores do not have the right to open products to sample a taste. Sociocultural Forces: The new trend of
consumers wanting to live a healthy lifestyle has made a huge impact in the supermarket industry. While price
is a prime factor driving private label sales, improvements in packaging and quality have helped to remove the
stigma attached with buying store brands. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The smaller space is
obviously less rent and less to manage, leading to a tremendous financial savings over larger grocery stores. It
also adds to its operational cost as maintaining physical stores require higher expenditure than online shops.
They could open these stores up in busy retail locations where they may not be able to find the store space for
a larger store. Families today, where both partners are working and have full-time jobs are continuously busy
and on the go, so they are looking for quick and convenient meals. The new products contain attributes that are
more appealing or better suited to their needs. The combination of diversified product base and brands appeals
to a wide range of customers and provides choice to suit varying requirements and budgets. The store works
with a much lower square footage than larger supermarket chains that range from about 40,, square feet. How
do the results reflect different strategies pursued by the 4 firms? The company consistently reaches out to new
customers through store expansion and introduction of new concepts into both existing and new markets.
Their strong image is perhaps their best competitive advantage. Each of these companies employs a different
strategy to be profitable and to maintain their competitive strategy.


